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Recent DIII-D experiments have increased the normalized fusion performance of the high bootstrap
current fraction tokamak regime toward reactor-relevant steady state operation. The experiments,
conducted by a joint team of researchers from the DIII-D and EAST tokamaks, developed a fully
noninductive scenario that could be extended on EAST to a demonstration of long pulse steadystate tokamak operation. Improved understanding of scenario stability has led to the achievement
of very high values of bp and bN , despite strong internal transport barriers. Good confinement has
been achieved with reduced toroidal rotation. These high bp plasmas challenge the energy transport
understanding, especially in the electron energy channel. A new turbulent transport model, named
TGLF-SAT1, has been developed which improves the transport prediction. Experiments extending
results to long pulse on EAST, based on the physics basis developed at DIII-D, have been conducted. More investigations will be carried out on EAST with more additional auxiliary power to
come online in the near term. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4948724]
I. BACKGROUND

As one of the most promising candidates to fusion
energy, the tokamak, despite its superiority in plasma confinement owing to the geometrical symmetry, has the drawback
of pulsed operation due to the transformer current induction.
For a fusion reactor, steady-state operation is one of the basic
requirements due to the need to provide continuous electrical
power. In addition, the economic cost consideration requires
steady-state operation with high performance plasmas.1,2
One of the fundamental challenges for steady state tokamak operation is to sustain the plasma current fully by noninductive means. Noninductive current drive by external
means, for example, Neutral Beam Injection (NBI),3 wave
injection (including lower hybrid wave,4 electron cyclotron,5
etc.), has been validated extensively. Each technique has
advantages and disadvantages.6 As pointed out in Ref. 1, for
a reactor, either “a current-drive scheme with much higher
efficiency” will be needed or “the amount of current to be
driven by external means” needs to be reduced.
Fortunately, successful utilization of the bootstrap current, a self-generated current in tokamak, provides the possibility of fully noninductive current steady-state operation by
reducing the external-driven current. The formation of internal transport barriers (ITBs),7,8 radially localized regions of
Note: Paper KI2 4, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 60, 211 (2015). This article was
originally scheduled as part of Physics of Plasmas’ special issue devoted to
the APS Division of Plasma Physics 2015 meeting. Click here to access this
special issue.
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improved confinement, could greatly take advantage of the
bootstrap current and make up the weakness of external current drive. One advantage of the high bootstrap current scenario is that it would improve the prospects for energy
production.9 As shown in Figure 3 of Ref. 9, analysis of the
DIII-D disruptivity database of about 6000 cases (all flattop
disruptions) indicates that the disruptivity is constant or
decreasing with higher bN and decreases strongly with the
increasing q95. Here, bN is the normalized beta defined as
bN ¼ bð%Þ=½IðMAÞ=aðmÞBðTÞ, and q95 is the value of the
safety factor at the flux surface enclosing 95% of the poloidial
magnetic flux within the last-closed-flux-surface. Similar trends
were also observed for NSTX database.10 It is known that the
fraction of bootstrap current is proportional to bp (poloidal
beta), which means the higher fusion energy production should
be possible with higher fraction of bootstrap current. However,
the same strong gradients, which drive the bootstrap current,
also drive the dangerous global ideal magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) kink instability. This ITB associated instability will
limit the maximum achievable normalized pressure (bN ).
After the proposal of a steady state tokamak fusion reactor
based on the bootstrap current,11 extensive efforts have been
devoted to advance the relevant physics.12–14 The so-called
weak-shear and negative-shear steady-state regimes,15,16 which
are classified according to the current profile, have been developed and extensive investigations have been conducted on
many devices, for example, ASDEX Upgrade,17 JT-60U,18
Tore-Supra,19 etc. Recently, the potentially important role of
fast ions on confinement and fusion performance at high beta
plasmas has been explored on DIII-D.20,21
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Experimental Advanced Superconducting Tokamak
(EAST) is a fully superconducting tokamak with an ITERlike divertor configurations, positioned to give key demonstrations of 100 s H-mode discharges. Discharges in high confinement over 30 s have been demonstrated.22 Significant
upgrades, including heating and current drive power of over
20 MW, Resonant Magnetic Perturbations (RMP) coils, and a
tungsten divertor, have been implemented in order to further
extend these results to the first demonstration of long-pulse
steady-state H-mode with reactor relevant boundary conditions. The interest motivated the joint experiments on DIII-D
aiming at the development of a fully noninductive high performance plasma scenario with EAST-similar plasma cross
section shape (i.e., upper biased double-null divertor shape
with elongation j  1.86 and average triangularity d  0.6),
plasma current formation consistent with the superconductive
coils on EAST (i.e., 0.25 mA/s plasma ramp-up rate), and
values of plasma current (i.e., 600 kA), toroidal field (i.e.,
2.0 T),and heating power consistent with the new EAST
capabilities (i.e., 11 MW). By building on earlier high bp
experiments,23 the first joint experiments conducted on DIIID have achieved and sustained a fully noninductive scenario
at the high bootstrap current fraction about 5 s with a large
radius ITB under the EAST-similar condition, as shown in
Figure 1. In Figure 1, f NI and f BS are the ratios of inductive
and bootstrap current to the total plasma current (Ip), respectively. PNBI and PECCD are the heating powers by neutral
beam injection (NBI) and electron cyclotron current drive
(ECCD), respectively. H98Y2 is the confinement enhancement
factor over the H-mode confinement scaling. The experiments
increase the confidence in the potential of the high bootstrap
fraction approach for application to steady state fusion
reactor.
This paper discusses the progress toward steady-state
tokamak operation exploiting the high bootstrap current fraction regime. In Sec. II, we show our improved understanding
of the scenario stability, and based on that, very high values
of bp and bN have been achieved in the presence of the strong
internal transport barriers (ITB). In Sec. III, exploration of
lower torque discharges with good confinement is shown. We

FIG. 1. Time traces of several plasma parameters for representative high bp
discharge 154405.
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also discuss the challenges for transport modeling of high bp
plasmas. In Sec. IV, the efforts of extending the results to
long pulse on EAST to demonstrate the steady state operation
for fusion reactor are given.
II. IMPROVED UNDERSTANDING OF SCENARIO
STABILITY LEADS TO ACHIEVEMENT OF VERY
HIGH VALUES OF bp AND bN DESPITE STRONG ITB

The previous efforts by Politzer et al.23 for the development of high performance stationary high bootstrap fraction
plasmas in DIII-D have shown that “relaxation oscillations”
would limit the achievable current and pressure. These relaxation oscillations were attributed to growth and collapse of
an internal transport barrier at q  0:6.23 Utilizing new DIIID capabilities and diagnostics with high time and spatial resolutions, the recent joint experiments have shown instead
that the ITB is usually maintained during these oscillations,
and that the repetitive drops in the stored energy come from
collapses of the edge pedestal driven by an n ¼ 1 ideal MHD
external kink mode.24
As discussed in Ref. 24, the relaxation oscillations have
strong impact on bN , commonly observed in these high bP discharges. Figure 2 shows the typical behavior of the relaxation
oscillation on bN for discharge 158564. The magnitude and toroidal structure of perturbed magnetic field clearly indicate
that the stored energy drop is caused by bursts of n ¼ 1 mode.
It is important to note that accurate equilibrium reconstructions are needed in order to carry out reliable stability
studies. These high bp discharges presented unique challenges for the equilibrium reconstructions. On DIII-D, the
calculated edge current density with the Sauter bootstrap
model is normally used to constrain the equilibrium reconstruction because of a lack of detailed edge current measurements. During the equilibrium reconstructions of these high

FIG. 2. Time evolution of (a) bN ; (b) Da light; (c) contour plot of the perturbed poloidal magnetic field versus time and toroidal angle; (d) n ¼ 1, 2,
and 3 components of the perturbed magnetic field at the outer midplane.
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FIG. 3. Relationship between calculated growth rate of the n ¼ 1 ideal kink
mode normalized to the Alfven frequency and the ideal wall radius multiplier relative to the DIII-D vessel wall for discharge 158564 at t ¼ 5.53 s
(multiplier ¼ 1 indicates an ideal wall at the position of DIII-D vessel). Inset
shows the mode structure for the ideal wall far away from the plasma. The
plasma surface is located at 0.74 on the horizontal axis, corresponding to
an outer gap (as defined in the text) of 12 cm.

bP plasmas, magnetic measurements were found to be very
sensitive to the large edge bootstrap current while much less
sensitive in low bP plasmas. Detailed analysis indicated that
the magnetic measurements can be used to discriminate
between the different bootstrap current models in high bP
plasmas.25 It was shown that the Sauter model26 overestimates the edge bootstrap current in high bP , high collisionality plasmas; conversely, the first principle kinetic NEO27
model yields close agreement with the magnetics.
With the improved equilibrium reconstruction, we scan
the wall distance to test the effect of plasma-wall distance on
stability using the ideal stability code GATO,28 as shown in
Figure 3. The plasma is found to be marginally stable with
the ideal wall at the position of DIII-D vessel. The mode
structure shows that, despite large internal components, the
mode can be stabilized by a sufficiently close conducting
wall.
The above findings further strengthen the understanding
of relaxation oscillation discussed in Ref. 24 and also suggest
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that we can increase the ideal wall limit by reducing the
plasma wall distance. But a large distance is usually needed
to avoid wall overheating by large fast ion losses. As pointed
out in Ref. 20, fast ion transport is a critical issue for
advanced tokamak scenario development using the neutral
beam injection current drive. At relatively low plasma current and large neutral beam injection (NBI) power, the compound losses from classical (due to large orbits) and
anomalous [due to Alfven eigenmodes (AEs) and possibly
other instabilities] effects can be significant and can lead to
overheating and damage of the limiter tiles. However, recent
detailed analysis21 has shown that the anomalous fast ion
losses are high mostly during the bN and density ramp-up
phase. Higher density means shorter fast ion slowing down
time and lower fast ion pressure gradient, thus reducing the
drive for Alfvenic modes. It is worthwhile to point out that
raising the pedestal density is particularly effective at slowing down the fast ions due to higher collisionality.
The above understanding has offered the possibility of
developing an optimized waveform of the outer gap that
could increase the ideal-wall limit without leading to unacceptable levels of wall over-heating by fast ion losses. Here,
the “outer gap” is the distance between the plasma surface
and the limiter surface, and it is the parameter controlled in
the experiment. Note that the vessel wall is at an additional
8.5 cm larger radius than the limiter surface. Combining
smaller outer gap and high density successfully enables
higher beta in the experiment as shown in Figure 4. From
Figure 4(b), we can see that the outer gap is normally around
15 cm. While reducing the gap to about 10 cm, higher beta
has been successfully achieved. The minor radius of DIII-D
is about 60 cm, and the ratio of the outer gap to the plasma
minor radius is about 0.17–0.25. It is important to note that
the plasma shape is kept similar when the outer gap is
reduced as shown in Figure 4(d).
In discharge 159206, bN reaches about 3.6, i.e., about
5 times the internal inductance li, at t  4830 ms when the
plasma disrupts due to a rapidly growing instability. As
discussed in Ref. 24, the instability is consistent with an
n ¼ 1 kink mode occurring at the ideal MHD stability limit,
and the experimentally observed growth time is consistent

FIG. 4. Time traces of Greenwald density fraction (a), plasma-limiter outer
gap (b), and bN (c) for discharges
159206, 159219, and 159220; plasma
shape is kept nearly the same as the
plasma-limiter outer gap is reduced (d).
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FIG. 5. (a) Scaled pressure profiles with increasing bN ; (b) the measured maximum bN in DIII-D agrees with the ideal wall limit prediction by GATO. The
black solid line shows the prediction based on a kinetic equilibrium with the pressure peaking factor P0/hPi ¼ 2.4. The experimental maximum bN is plotted in
color bars with labels indicating the discharge and its corresponding pressure peaking factor. The black dashed line shows the prediction based on a kinetic
equilibrium with the pressure peaking factor P0/hPi ¼ 2.6.

FIG. 6. (a) Contour plot of electron
density versus q and time (upper) and
time trace of bN (bottom) and (b) electron density profile at three time
intervals.

with an ideal kink mode slowly driven through the idealwall limit.29
Reducing the plasma-limiter outer gap (and thus the
plasma-wall distance) yields strong coupling between the
ideal kink mode and the wall, leading to steady operation at
higher bN . The ideal MHD stability code GATO allows us to
vary the minor radius of the ideal wall, to test the effect of
the plasma-wall distance on the instability. Based on a kinetic equilibrium from a DIII-D discharge, bN is increased
artificially while keeping the plasma current constant at the
same pressure peaking factor, as shown in Figure 5(a). A
series of equilibria with increasing bN and almost fixed
plasma safety factor profile is then obtained. For each equilibrium, stability analysis for n ¼ 1 mode is carried out with
a different minor radius of the ideal wall to investigate the
relationship between the achievable bN and the plasma wall
distance. The measured maximum bN agrees with the ideal
wall limit prediction by GATO as shown in Figure 5(b). In
Figure 5(b), the black solid line is the ideal wall limit prediction based on a kinetic equilibrium with the pressure peaking
factor P0/ ¼ 2.4. The experimental maximum bN is plotted
in color bars with labels indicating the discharge and its corresponding pressure peaking factor. Experimentally, we
noticed a slight reduction in the pressure peaking factor (i.e.,
from 2.5 to 2.4) with the reduction in the outer gap as shown
in Figure 5(b). As pointed out in Ref. 30, broadening the
pressure leads to improvements in the ideal wall limit. This

small difference causes a big effect in the ideal wall limit
prediction, especially at smaller outer gap, as can be seen
from the black dashed line which shows the ideal wall limit
prediction based on a kinetic equilibrium with the pressure
peaking factor P0/hPi ¼ 2.6.
During the joint experiments, it was observed that the
radius of the ITB expands with increasing bN as shown in
Figure 6(a). With increasing bN , the foot of the ITB expands
to a larger minor radius, as can also be seen from the density
profiles at three time windows (624 ms) shown in Figure
6(b). Larger minor radius of the ITB foot improves wallstabilization of the external kink mode, thus enabling higher
bN if a conducting wall is sufficiently close to the plasma. It
is worthwhile to point out that high values of bN and bp (4)
have been sustained for several (5) energy confinement
times with large radius ITBs (in ion and electron profiles)
and close conducting wall, as shown in Ref. 24.
III. GOOD CONFINEMENT ACHIEVED AT REDUCED
ROTATION

EAST has two NBI beam lines in the balanced injection
configuration, providing maximum toroidal torque of
3 Nm.31 This motivates a related investigation on DIII-D to
extend previous high torque studies (7 Nm)23 to low torque
(3 Nm) studies similar with EAST. The new experiments
reproduced excellent confinement similar to that achieved in
the 2004 experiments (7 Nm) as shown in Figure 7.23
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FIG. 7. Time histories of several plasma parameters of high torque discharge
119787 and low torque discharge 154372.

Figure 7 shows the time histories of several plasma parameters of high torque discharge 119787 with NBI torque about
7 Nm and low torque discharge 154372 with NBI torque
about 3 Nm with counter neutral beam sources applied.
At even lower torque (1.1 Nm) noninductive high bp
plasmas, good normalized confinement has been obtained. In
Figure 8(a), the profiles of the toroidal rotation with different
torque (4.8 Nm for 163791 and 1.1 Nm for 163552) are
shown. The experimental results indicate that the neoclassical thermal transport dominates the ion channel, while anomalously high thermal transport dominates the electron
channel. However, as shown in Figure 8(b), reducing toroidal rotation causes little turbulence change in these high bp
plasmas. In both higher and lower rotation discharges, our
fluctuation diagnostics find no measurable low-k turbulence,
in the range of frequency and fluctuation magnitude where
low-k turbulence is generally observed.
To explain the curious results shown above, energy
transport modeling with quasi-linear turbulent transport code
TGLF32 for turbulent transport and neoclassical and classical
collision transport with NEO has been carried out for high
torque discharge #154406. Modeling where only the ion
temperature is evolved (with self-consistent ion-electron
exchange terms) shows less sensitivity on toroidal rotation,
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and the predicted ion temperature agrees well with the experimental value with or without ExB shear as shown in Figure
9(a). From the ion energy fluxes predicted by TGLF and
NEO as shown in Figure 9(b), it can be seen that the neoclassical transport dominates the ion thermal transport.
However, if we evolve electron and ion temperatures
together, TGLF can dramatically underpredict the electron
transport as shown in Figure 10(a). The predicted electron
temperature (the red line) is much larger than the experimental value (the blue line). Recent nonlinear multi-scale analysis shows that when the ion temperature gradient (ITG)
mode is reduced, the zonal flow is also reduced, thus allowing the electron temperature gradient (ETG) mode to grow
stronger.33 A new model, named TGLF-SAT1,34 for the saturated turbulence intensity spectrum based on the multiscale GYRO simulations has been developed. It includes
zonal flow regulation of multi-scale turbulence in TGLF and
improves the transport prediction as can be seen in Figure
10(a). Figure 10(b) shows the comparison of predicted ion
temperature profiles from TGLF and TGLF-SAT1 with the
experimental value. It is necessary to mention that though
the new model TGLF-SAT1 improves the transport prediction, the model is still under development.
IV. EXTENDING RESULTS TO LONG PULSE STEADY
STATE ON EAST WILL DEMONSTRATE STEADY
STATE OPERATION FOR FUSION REACTOR

The goal of the joint experiments carried out on DIII-D
is to extend the integrated high performance results to long
pulse steady state on EAST. Due to the limitation of device
capabilities, DIII-D can only run discharges of order 10 s.
However, the joint experiments on DIII-D24,35 with EASTsimilar operational conditions can provide the physics basis
for long pulse scenario on EAST. Based on studies on DIIID, high performance plasmas are being extended to long
pulse steady-state operations on EAST.
Figure 11 shows a 25 s H-mode discharge with lower
hybrid wave (LHW) and NBI heating obtained on EAST in
2014. As can be seen from the time trace of the loop voltage,
the discharge is not fully noninductive. An algorithm for
loop voltage control has successfully been developed and
deployed in the EAST plasma control system. In Figure 12,
we can clearly see that the loop voltage has been controlled
to be about zero using the LHW and NBI heating. bp is not
high (1.5) due to insufficient power injection. If we assume
that H98y2 ¼ 1.3 and total noninductive current is about
500 kA, 0D modeling analysis indicates higher bp , and fully
FIG. 8. (a) Toroidal rotation profiles
and (b) spectra of density fluctuations
for low and high torques at q ¼ 0.6. The
frequency range where low-k turbulence
is generally observed is f > 100 kHz
(fluctuation peaks around 50 kHz are
associated with low level Alfven eigenmode activity having little effect on
thermal transport with H98y2  1.48 for
163791 and H98y2  1.46 for 163552).
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FIG. 9. (a) Predicted ion temperature
with ExB shear (red) and without ExB
shear (green) agrees well with experimental value (blue); (b) predicted ion
energy fluxes with and without ExB
shear show that neoclassical transport
dominates the ion thermal transport.

FIG. 10. (a) Comparison of predicted
electron temperature by TGLF (red) and
TGLF-SAT1 (green) with the experimental value (blue). (b) Comparison of
predicted ion temperature by TGLF
(red) and TGLF-SAT1 (green) with the
experimental value (blue).

FIG. 11. Time traces of several plasma parameters for EAST 25 s H-mode
discharge 48129 with Ip  300 kA, Bt  2.3 T, and q95  7.8.

noninductive operation can be expected with more injected
power as shown in Figure 13. Thus, with more power injection, EAST will have the ability to carry out the long pulse
steady state exploration. In Table I, we list the injected
power in discharge 57097 and the available power (including
electron cyclotron heating (ECH), Ion Cyclotron Heating
(ICH), lower hybrid heating (LH), and neutral beam injection (NBI)) for the next campaign in 2016.
V. SUMMARY

In summary, joint experiments carried out both at DIIID and EAST have advanced the development of high

FIG. 12. Time traces of several plasma parameters for EAST fully noninductive discharge 57097 with loop voltage control algorithm applied
(Ip  350 kA, Bt  2.7 T and q95  8).

bootstrap current scenario toward an attractive fusion reactor
scenario.
An improved understanding of the scenario stability
leads to the achievement of very high values of bp and bN in
concert with strong ITBs. Combining high density and small
plasma wall outer distance enables higher b. The measured
maximum bN agrees well with the ideal wall limit prediction.
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FIG. 13. 0D modeling analysis shows expected higher bp fully noninductive
operation with more injected power with assumed H98y2 ¼ 1.3, total noninductive current about 500 kA, and Bt  2.7 T.
TABLE I. Auxiliary heating capability of EAST for discharge 57097 and
the next campaign in 2016.

PECH (MW)
PICH (MW)
PNBI (MW)
PLH (MW)
PTOT (MW)

#57097

2016

0
0
4
2.1
6.1

1–3
3–6
5–8
3–5.5
12–22.5

High values of sustained bN and bp have been achieved with
large radius ITB and close conducting wall. Good confinement has been achieved at reduced toroidal rotation. These
experiments challenge the present understanding of energy
transport. A new turbulent transport model, named TGLFSAT1, has been developed including zonal flow regulation
of multi-scale turbulence in TGLF and proved to improve
the transport prediction. Though the transport prediction
improves, this is still under development. Based on the
physics basis developed on DIII-D, these high bp experimental results are being extended on EAST toward long pulse
steady state operation.
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